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THE TREATMENT OF STONE IN THE 

BLADDER. 

By HERBERT MILTON, 

Kasr El Ain Hospital, Cairo, Egypt. 

The services rendered to vesical surgery by 
the splendid work of so many Indian surgeons 
have long been recognised by their fellow 
workers at home and abroad, and the Indian 
Medical Gazette has conferred on us a great 
benefit by collating the experiences of those 
now carrying on the work. My own efforts 
have been largely inspired by their teaching, 
and I shall alwa}'s be deeply grateful for the 
guidance afforded. It is with regret, however, 
that I notice in several articles a tendency to 

fall away from the original Bigelow's operation, 
which they had brought to such a high pitch 
of efficiency. Thus I find on page 335 that in 

345,or nearly 10 percent, of the 3,256 lithotrities 
performed at Hyderabad, it was found expedient 
to substitute an operation necessitating a peri- 
neal wound. Keith's operation probably affords 
a certain facility to the operator, but this 

advantage is dearly paid for by the doubled 
rate of mortality and by the prolonged stay in 
hospital, unless it be that the cases for which 
it has been performed were of exceptional 
gravity. 
One indication for the operation seems to 

have been the youth of the patient, the table 

published on page 327 giving 10G perineal 
lithotri ties in children as against 51 in men, the 
urethral lithotrities being respectively 503 to 

449. 
Indian surgeons have in former years been 

very strong in their advocacy of the extension 
to children of the advantages that Bigelow's 
operation has over lithotomy. Their later ex- 

perience seems, however, to have induced them 
to substitute, at Hyderabad at all events, in a 

large proportion of the cases, an operation 
combining the two methods. 
A further indication for Keith's operation is 

given by Major Stevenson who says on page 335 : 
" 

The death-rate for large stones operated on by 
Keith's operation is only 3'(5 for the last nine 

years, records of which any operator or hospital 
may well be proud."* Struck by the excellence 
of these results I searched for details of the 
345 cases given in his list and failed to find 

them, but remembering that Baker in his 

papers to the Lancet of 30th October 189G and 

nth September 1897 had referred to Keith's 

operation, I looked them up and found that 

operations out of the 345 had been given 

by him in detail. To my surprise I found that 
11 of the operations were for stones weighing 
half a dram and less, and that three only were for 
stones over half an ounce in weight, the largest 
being G drams and 5 grains. This last stone 
occurred in a boy of seven years, and is, with the 
exception of a stone of li drams in a child of 
two 37ears, the only one of the series which can 
be considered as in any wa}7 large. I note that 
two only of the stones were taken from adults ; 
the one weighed 5 drams and 23 grains, the 
other 20 grains. No reason is given for the 
selection of Keith's operation for this latter case, 
but a statement is made in the second paper 
that the proportion of Keith's operation had 
diminished (children are here particularly refer- 
red to) since a smaller lithotrite had been avail- 
able. I do not, of course, pretend that these 
19 cases are a fair sample of the 345; they 
are, however, the only ones of which I have, in 
the limited literature at my disposal, been able to 
find details, and they are sufficient to show that 
the term large cannot be applied to all the 345 
stones. The limit of size for a big stone has 
been taken by Keegan, and previously by myself, 
to be about 2 ounces. 

For children and adolescents a sliding scale 
becomes necessary, and I think that half a dram 
for each year up to 10, and one dram for each 
further year up to 20, is a fair allowance. 

Keith's operation has been largely substituted 
in India for Bigelow's, and to judge from the 
few details available more often perhaps than 
the nature of the case necessitated; but its 
claims cannot, I think, be generally recognised 
until we have more details of the cases in which 
it has been employed. I think there is every 
justification for asking for the publication of 
full details of the 345 operations performed 
at Hyderabad, at the hospital which saw 

the inception of the method. Until we are in 

possession of facts definitely showing its advan- 
tages over other methods, in the treatment of 

large stones, it seems justifiable to say that, 
judging from the records so far published from 
Hyderabad, Keith's operation is principally use- 
ful (1) in facilitating the crushing of stone in 
small children and in other patients with a 

diminished urethral calibre; (2) as a refuge for 
the imperfectly equipped ; (3) as a stepping-stone 
to better methods. 1 note in two of the articles 

misapprehensions as to the hardness of Egyp- 
tian stones. Baker is of opinion 

" that in 

Egypt a large number of cases of calculus is 
found in patients with chyluria, and it is possible 
that a calculus deposited in a medium of this 

consistence is more readily crushed." The 

supposition is reasonable, but the premises in- 
correct ; chyluria is rare in Egypt, and I have 
never met with a case suffering from stone. 

Captain Smith says: "In India we could consider 
what are termed hard stones in Egypt unusually 
soft." So decided an opinion should be based on 

* The words quoted were only editorial comment upon 
the table furnished by Major Stevenson.?j. 

m. ? 
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knowledge, and I have ventured to send you a 

specimen of every stone over 4 ounces in weight 
that I have ever crushed. Each specimen fair- 
ly represents the stone crushed, and a careful 

inspection will show that in nearly every case 
the specimen is a bit of the outside of the stone. 
The specimens are eighteen in numberand divided 
into three categories : soft, 5; medium, G; hard, 7; 
and I think }7ouiwill agree that none of the third, 
and a few, if any, of the second, category could 
anywhere be termed "unusually soft." I note 

also that Captain Smith expresses an equally 
decided opinion as to the value of perineal 
lithotrity as performed by myself and others. 
He says on page 318: "The operations of 

M. Dolbean, Harrison and Milton, as operations 
of election when compared with litholapaxy are, 
in my opinion, operations which only require to 
be mentioned to be condemned." Further on, in 

the same article, Captain Smith gives an analysis 
of 7,954 operations performed in various parts of 
India. PI oping to find therein some indications 
of methods better than my own, I examined the 
table carefully and found records of some 181 
stones of 2 ounces and over. Of these 80 were 
treated by litholapaxy with 4(1 deaths. My own 
experience of litholapaxy for large stones has 
been 43 cases performed b}T the urethral route,and 
including four stones between 6 and 12 ounces, 
three stones between 12 and 16 ounces, and one 
stone of 16| ounces, with four deaths. 

fty the perineal method, which Captain 
Smith so strongly condemns, I liave performed 
32 operations for large stones, including six 
between 6 and 12 ounces, and one stone of 14 

ounces, with only two deaths. 
The comparative mortalities are?Captain 

Smith's tables nearly 52 per cent.; my urethral 
litholapaxies nearly 9 per cent.;my perineal litho- 
trities nearly 6 per cent. Harrison has published 
even better results?15 cases with no deaths? 
and I utterly fail to see how Captain Smith can 
justify the condemnation he has expressed. 

Keegan has suggested that the Tndian patient 
has less power of resistance to advanced urinary 
disease than the Egyptian, and this may account 
for some of the difference in the results obtained ; 
a portion of it may, however, I think, be justly 
accredited to the methods pursued. The excellent 
results obtained by Indian surgeons are undoubt- 
edly due very largely to their great skill and 

experience, but also partially to the comparative 
smallness of the stones after allowing for the 

proportion of children treated. Thus in Baker's 
404 cases only 197 of the patients were under 
15 years of age, and the average weight of the 
stone was under 3 drams. T-he treatment of 

large stones has, to judge by Captain Smith's 
statistics, not yet reached the same high level, 
and I venture to hope that Egyptian surgeons 
may be able to repay some small portion of their 
indebtedness to their Indian colleagues by sug- 
gestions based on the unique experience afforded 

by Egypt in the treatment of large stones. 

personal experience of 100 large stones 
weighing in the aggregate nearly 400 ounces has 
led me into the following conclusions:? 

1. That with a good lithotrite of dimensions 
within the limit of an average adult urethra 

| almost any stone can be crushed, the exceptions 
certainly not being 2 per cent. 

j 2. That the principal element of success in 

crushing a large hard stone lies in the prolonged 
and judicious application of the crushing force. 

3. That a perineal lithotomy preferably 
lateral, followed by the crushing of the stone 

and its evacuation with suitable instruments 
will 3'ield results little, if any, inferior to those 
of any other operation. 

4. That the successful results of the above 

operation are largely due to the drainage afford- 
ed to the diseased bladder. 
As a general expression of opinion, 1 should be 

inclined to say that Bigelow's operation is the 

best for the veiy large majority of stone cases, 

and that the surgeon will best treat fcKe few 

cases too difficult for him by performing Keith's 

operation for children and perineal lithdtrity for 
adults. 


